**TRC-2** Tactical Radio Carrier for Mid-Size Radios

- **Protect** your radio in the shack or out in the field
- **Accepts most mid-size desk and large mobile radios**
- **Optional tilt-bail stand provides better viewing angle**
- **Can be stacked with other TRC-2s and TRC-1s** (TRC-1 is for smaller mobile radios)
- **Stack vertical for efficient use of desk top space**
- **Carrier can be expanded vertically to accept modems, tuners, power supplies**...
- **Optional combination front cover HT holder provides protection during transport and a convenient place to hold your HTs and scanners.**
- **Internal Dimensions: Height - adjustable from 4 to 7 inches, Width - 11.2 inches, Depth - 12.5 inches. Compatible with the radios shown in the right column.**
TRC-1 stacked on NEW TRC-2

TRC-1 for Mobile Radios
TRC-2 for Mid Sized Radios

Call 801-769-6154
or email sales@tac-comm.com
for price and availability

Now Available for immediate Purchase!
See http://www.tac-comm.com/Pricing.html